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The Imperial Utterance of Africa's Nubian-Kush-Line of The Inner African Kingdoms
Propaganda of Kenya AIA 2002 Report

Ambassador His Excellency Dr. M.A.Nero.
Of The Imperial Secretariat Ambassadorial Privy Council of The Empress.

"The Official African Imperial Kingdom Secretariat's reply from Africa's inner Kingdoms, to the international, propaganda of Kenya, towards the personage of Her Imperial Majesty The Empress Shebah Debra Amelia Kasambu ‘Ra - Queen Shebah III of the Imperial African Kingdoms, of the lines and tribes of Nubia-Kush, forefathers, of the present day Kingdoms and Chiefdoms and Tribes throughout the African Continent. The Family of the Ancient lines of the Imperial Dynasty, of the Black Pharaohs of Africa, and their Kingdoms through-out the inner African Continent."

Her Imperial Majesty Empress Shebah Debra Amelia Kasambu ‘Ra - Queen Shebah III, on Official/Visit, in The Nairobi National Museum in presence with the Museum Director, Head of Protocol Mrs Eunice Karioki and members of the Delegation and Media visiting the National Museum, on Her Majesty's schedule courtesy visit to the Nairobi Museum in Kenya.
This African Imperial Kingdom document, is and imperial utterance, to the United Nations and all Heads of States. In dire response, to atrocious defamation and public announcements through the workings and activities of The President of Kenya, the Netherlands media, and members of noble relations in The Netherlands:

The Royal African Kingdoms respond through The Imperial House to the misuse of the media through these parties, who use the media to deflect and camouflage the truth of their own atrocities. This misuse of the Media is a distraction of attention, from their true and heinous agenda:

They are denigrating the character of The Empress of The Inner African Kingdoms of the lines of Nubia-Kush, The Imperials and Imperial Royal Family Members, with their international propaganda throughout Africa and the globe, as an innuendo diversion, and this is wicked and insensate.

The enunciation of the works and ambitions of The Empress for a Unified Africa, supported by The African Kingdoms, Chiefdoms and Tribes represented by Her Imperial Majesty Empress Shebah Debra Amelia Kasambu`Ra together with His Royal Majesty Imperial Prince David Diomande, and the Kingdoms throughout, East, West, North, Central and Southern Africa are super eminent and are parts of the prime objective of Her Majesty Agenda.

The Empress's objective is the rejuvenation of the African Continent, with the goal of raising the social and economic bases for the people, and a recall to all ex-patriots to return and build their homeland and continent.

The motive being: Firstly the economic progress, the positive marketing, and balanced relations of and towards the economic, social, political and cultural beneficence of Africa as a whole with the Western World.

The present day African Hierarchy is yet the same, Imperial Lines, Royal Lines, Presidential Lines, Chiefdoms and Tribes, all Africans are part of the Kingdoms, Chiefdoms or Tribes all following in the hierarchy of their status, yet all one, the African Family a People of Nobility.

In light of present propaganda agendas, which, aiming towards damaging the image of Africa and the Imperial Family let this be stated, let it be known, this agnostic agitation against the Empress and Kingdoms, must be averted, preferably totally removed, and a stop be put in place to avoid future repetitions, to avoid future recommencement of such squalid ignominious replication of scandalous ambiguous defalcation and defamation which is now at present taking place.

It is a direct insult to the Imperials, Royals Families of Africa, those of the Kingdoms the Royals of Africa, we are a family that predates, after their birth mother Ancient Nubia, and the lines of the Kushite, every earthly civilisation and Kingdom after Gods Heart, a lineage of family, The Black Pharaohs of The Niles.

Africa is a family their line touching Africa and the Caribbean, and the descendants of their Hundreds of Kingdoms, and tribes throughout Africa, a family that is a part of the culture and tradition of Africa, since the dawn of time. Africa's Nobility is the very core of the African,
culture, tradition and magnificent Heritage, of the peoples, of The Families called Africa and Africa's blessed lands.

Her Imperial Majesty and His Royal Majesty of The Imperial Families and Royal Kingdoms of Africa, representing also, The Sovereign Chamber of African Kingdoms, the Kings and Queens throughout Africa, and the Chiefdoms and the Tribes thereof, are in full support of the coming changes and future stability of Africa, their aim to work together with all the African Leaders to strengthen the future of Africa and the African People, and work for the betterment of the Africa Continent and Peoples.

- Her Imperial Majesty's agenda is the positive and harmonious rejuvenation of Africa’s infrastructure. This is projected towards the economic base, to the "To be implied Social Welfare System, the safety and the harbouring Africa’s internal and external safety. Stopping further economically erosion of the Continent through the preferred course of economical colonisation that has it stagnated.

- Economical elevation of Africa will influence the economic situation/way of all outside countries through the enormousness of importation. It can influence through the equal reciprocal flow of trade and commodities their Gross National Product (GNP) as well as others owing to the fact one point six billion potential customers will be prodded into the direction of the twenty first economic century.

We, The Empress and the Kingdoms unanimously contest to the accusations and character defamation of Kenya, President Moi and His Government, and The Netherlands, we are publicly forced to reply to the ignoble and persistent, articles, fabricated and concocted, against us, our Empress and the Imperial Kingdoms.

This and any attempts, pertaining to the assassination of our Empresses character from positive to negative, does not influence us, We, the people, and Royals, of the lines, the tribes, the chiefdom, Imperial Royal Kingdoms and elected Governments of Africa, and the Diaspora state and: Let this be clearly known:-

That any accusation against Her Imperial Majesty Empress Shebah Debra Amelia Kasambu ‘Ra - Queen Shebah III is an accusation against The Royal Kingdoms, Heads of States and the peoples of a United Africa.

Our Empress now reciprocates with conscious response and responsibility to Kenya.

Her Imperial Majesty announces, wishes, desires and demands the resignation of The President of The Republic of Kenya:

A fortiori according to the below mentioned verbalisation and written form in regards to President's Moi's modus operandi with Her Imperial Majesty as Her Majesty sojourned in Kenya in the year 2000/2001:

President Mr. Moi and his son Mr. Jonathon Moi and their reprobate friends, have lied and equivocated in all aspects concerning the truth, of Her Imperial Majesty's visit to Kenya in toto. And if the reports are indeed correct, that anyone has been incarcerated, in regards to any
action that The Empress Shebah Debra Amelia Kasambu ‘Ra - Queen Shebah III supposedly committed.

Let it be known, that this is totally devoid of all truth, it is wrong, it is incorrect and all the people who are supposedly accused and confined in regards to these accusations, are experiencing the exorbitant distorted judiciary misuse of power.

The Empress's character assassination is semi-political. And is definitely a most personal issue from within Kenya and the Netherlands, whereby both parties are participating in the same congenital, defamatory and disgusting offence of public prevarication and misinformation.
Her Imperial Majesty on a short pause during a scheduled visit by the Kenyan Government, Ministry of Horticulture to the NGONG Kenya Roses company, in NGONG Kenya. Her Majesty was accompanied by representatives of the Kenya Ministry, Mr. Walter Chumo, Mrs. Pam Boit wife of Kenya’s Permanent Secretary Mr. Solomon Boit, Her Majesty’s Head of Protocol Kenya Mrs. Eunice Karioki (Kenya CID) and The Empress Head of Security Mr. Ronald van Middelkoop. Second picture: The Empress at the entrance of Nairobi Snake Park.................................................................

A careful check on Her Imperial Majesty arrival, and the flight records from KLM/KENYA Airlines, will clearly show that Her Majesty's sojourn in Kenya was pre-arranged for the period of four to seven days. The Empress of the inner African Kingdoms left Kenya approximately four months later........ Why?

Her Majesty had neither the intention nor desire at that time to procrastinate. Her Majesty The Empress Sheba Debra Amelia Kasambu’Ra was forcefully detained and held hostage whilst
the Moi's concocted some superfluous and supercilious accusation, that her presence was unknown to his Government and Associates.

Her Imperial Majesty arrived to an official reception, and an already prepared and arranged Hotel accommodation at The Grand Regency, where after a Royal and VIP welcome Her Imperial Majesty was taken immediately upstairs, the Empress and Staff never signed in!

...Unless one is invited, such matters are not pre-arranged, plus a staff of government employees at Her Imperial Majesty Empress Shebah Debra Amelia Kasambu ‘Ra - Queen Shebah III disposal, and a convention with members of the Nubian Community and Members of Government.

The Empress's officially visited several Government Ministers, Governmental Offices, Kenya businesses that are doing well for themselves and the people.

The Empress was an Official Royal Dignitary VIP Guest at the Kenyan Independence Day celebration 2001. Televised within and outside of Kenya, and depicting amongst the guest, Her Majesty's person. Her Imperial Majesty was seen on screen in Kenya. News interviews were given....And so forth, pray how is that possible?

Her Imperial Majesty sat amongst the group of dignitaries, on the right side of the Presidential podium as a VIP Royal Dignitary, in a flower costume and with a fox fur stole over Her Majesty's shoulder. Her Majesty's security was in the pavilion somewhat above the second column of dignitaries' seat behind the President.

The Empress was seated next to the Permanent-Secretary Mr. Solomon Boit, and his lovely wife Mrs Pam Boit together with CID Eunice Karioki and other invited dignitaries of the Kenyan Government at the Independence Day Celebration 2001.

Mrs. Karioki was appointed as Her Majesty's Head of Protocol by Kenya on Her Imperial Majesty's arrival, at the Welcoming Reception in the VIP lounge at the Jomo Kenyatta Airport.

....yet Kenya is unaware of Her Majesty's presence, and postulate the accusation of having no knowledge of her person and visit, the insult of her credentials, while defaming Her and claiming that invitation cost and accommodations cost, Hotel, of The Empress's visit incurred the sum of 80,000 plus USD, to be paid by The Empress. Whom they proclaim is an unknown woman and con to the public. Why?

The celebrations were publicly broadcasted that very night several times on Kenya Newstations and African Press, The Empress was very clearly seen, and in view of anyone looking at the news on the night of Kenya Independence Day Celebration 2001. Other interviews from Press and Television were also given prior to this, these factuality's are stored in the archives. The Empress seat-listing, was with the title "H.R.M. Queen Shebah Kasambu'Ra"
Her Imperial Majesty Empress Shebah Debra Amelia Kasambu 'Ra - Queen Shebah III and His Excellency the Kenyan Permanent Secretary Mr. Solomon Boit, who had the pleasure of the appointment, to Escort and Chaperone Her Imperial Majesty to The Kenyan Independence Day Celebrations.

...To each and every official recipient of this document, whose vigilance and presence of mind that is clear open and honest, query how, could The Empress who was officially invited by The Moi's, in prior contact with members of The Presidential Family and The Netherlands Royal Family, then possible be an unknown, uninvited guest?

This is the in facto veritas of the incident and The President of Kenya Mr. Moi, Jonathon Moi, as well as The Netherlands know of this factuality as well as many other Government Officials other Sovereign Countries and such behaviour is a direct international insult to all of them. But Primarily to Her Imperial Highness, the Royal Kingdoms, African Leaders and the African Peoples world wide.
Head of Protocol for The Empress whiles in Kenya, Mrs Eunice Karioki, in attendance to Her Majesty in the Grand Regency Presidential Suite, in Nairobi Kenya, on Her Majesty's visit to Kenya in 2001. CID, Mrs Eunice Karioki, all smiles at the opportunity to try on one of Her Majesty's Attire. Mrs Karioki was pleasantly surprised at the Empress's offer to try on an article of Her Majesty's personal attire, the selfsame attire the Empress wore at the Kenya Independence Day Celebration.

**Investigations** will show, that private staff, including a maid was appointed, to Her Majesty from the staff at The Presidential State House, in Nairobi.

Her Imperial Majesty pictured at the Rift Valley Embankment together with the Kenyan CID Head of Protocol, Mrs Eunice Karioki. Head of Security Mr Ronald van Middelkoop. Mr Walter Chumo Kenyan Businessman, family friend and Business Associate of the Kenya's Presidential Moi Family. On Mr. Chumo's left, Mrs Eunice Chumo in attendance to The Empress during Her Imperial Majesty's Kenyan "Visit" in 2000/2001

**Second picture:** Her Imperial Majesty seated in the shade resting. The Empress on Her Majesty's Visit to <Ngong Roses> Kenya, a successful Kenyan owned and run International Horticulture Roses Production Company, Arranged by Kenya's Horticulture Ministry, Kenya's Horticulture Head was unable to attend, because of a schedule change, in his place The Kenyan Ministry Representative attended in his stead, here pictured in the flowered blouse on the Empress's right and far left of Her Imperial Majesty Empress Shebah Debra Amelia Kasambu ‘Ra - Queen Shebah III. Further left in the black and white costume is the enterprising owner of >Ngong Roses<. Facing back Mrs Pamela Boit, wife of the Permanent Secretary, Mr S. Boit, in front view of Head of Protocol Mrs Eunice Karioki standing in front of the door, to the left of the Empress,. Mrs Karioki and Mrs Boit is successful partner private entrepreneurs in the Fresh Foods Industry in Kenya.
The Nubian Kushite Empress being attended to by Head of Protocol Eunice Karioki.

The Kenya Ambassador in Cote d'Ivoire was present, at an official inter-Presidential meeting, concerning the above stated incident, together with the Dutch Ambassador for Cote d'Ivoire, it was verified, with proof, supported by one of the heads of international intelligence, before

**The President of Cote d' Ivoire in early 2002, after investigation, of documented information and photos of Her Majesty's visit, that the Kenya Government and The Netherlands were wrong with their allegations and were instructed to rectify this defamation immediately.**
So why are the people not aware of this, and why are such unwarranted, evil ungodly articles being published produced and propagated and televised?

It is un-African. It is without dignity. It is against God himself. It is wrong and evil...And it's roots are laid in the House of The Kenyan President and high officials in the Netherlands.
Her Imperial Majesty with Kenya's State House Secretary, to the left of Kenya's Permanent Secretary Mr S Boit, is Mrs Boit and on his right is the Kenyan State House Secretary. Her Imperial Majesty's magnificent Desert Orange cashmere-mink Royal Robe is a design of European/Dutch Haute Couturier Mr. Mart Visser, one of the Empress's favoured European designers. Perfectly designed for the cool Kenyan temperature.

We have refrained from any contestation or public explanation in regards to Kenya and The Netherlands, whilst high-level diplomatic correspondence and further Kingdom and international Inquires were in progress. Massive propaganda continued inside and outside the realms of the Media, still The Empress chose not to disgrace the Africans peoples with the confrontation of this despicable incident directed to their Kingdoms and Empress as an international insult.

The Empress Shebah shall not in the least, discuss the horrors inflicted on Her Person, Family, Children and Staff, during Her Majesty over months sojourn that occurred in Kenya and Her Majesty's absence in the Netherlands.

In actual fact The Empress was held Hostage; the hidden purpose was money and greed, from President Moi and his son Jonathon Moi and Kenyan Government Officials.
The Grand Regency Hotel in Nairobi where The Empress Shebah Debra Amelia was held months hostage. The Presidential Suite is on the right wing 12th floor below The Summit Room at Roof level the Empress was held in the Presidential Suite and later moved to the Executive Suite on the same floor to the right corner of the Presidential Suite which is the back and far side not visible in the photo above.

Her Imperial majesty before being rescued from Kenya was held in the bottom right hand suite above the Swimming Pool and closed to the main generators, no guest approach that area, and it was always under surveillance on the right side across from the Hotel a car garage is from that window visible when in the suite from that garage a second team of surveillance peoples of the Moi’s stood watch. On the left and the building in the closest proximity is the notorious governmental interrogation and torture Chambers, of the CID Special Division, where the unfortunate Kenyan Attorney was taken before he was later murder, because of evidence of the hostage holding.

A careful rechecking of all archived outgoing and incoming calls as documented will show that Her Majesty offices in the Netherlands whose co-ordinates are well known, were receiving from Kenyan high profiled numbers over months prior to Her Majesty's visit to Kenya. ......so why are there so many lies, prevarications, misinformation, and truth distortions...?

A careful investigation will show and show that Her Majesty phones were tapped, at one point Her Majesty ate no more, Her Imperial Majesty was hospitalised twice, and true diligence would further show that all incoming calls were transferred and diverted to unoccupied rooms at that time. And to many callers and visitors to Her Majesty they were informed that The Empress was no longer present in Kenya........why?
Let it clearly known, people of Kenya, my mothers, my fathers, my sisters and brothers my people in God and Africa, you have been deceived, Her Majesty's name and person was publicly sullied and still being sullied, for personal reason and greed of approximately 100 Million USD by President Moi, Jonathon Moi and their Netherlands associates of the former Government and in particular within the Royal House.

The Empress Her Imperial Majesty Shebah Debra Amelia Kasambu ‘Ra - Queen Shebah III.

The Empress was officially invited down, as careful, and correct investigation will show, to Kenya for several meetings with the Presidential Family, Mr. Jonathon Moi and several Governmental meetings with the respective department Ministers, in matters of business possibilities for Kenya.

Her Imperial Majesty Shebah Debra Amelia Kasambu ‘Ra - Queen Shebah III enjoying Kenya Rift Valley, on a scheduled Tour, together with her Majesty's appointed Kenyan Government CID Head of Protocol Mrs. Eunice Kariuki at the empress' right. Left of Her Imperial Majesty is Mr. Walter Chumo Kenyan Entrepreneur and family friend of President Mr. Moi and family, Partner Business Associate of Mr. Jonathan Moi in the matter of Kenya's AGIP purchase. Pictured at the back, to the left is The Empress head of Security Mr. Ronald van Middelkoop. Pictured at the far back: Kenya's Permanent Secretary the Honourable Mr. Solomon Boit.
Her Majesty's particular interest was the purchasing of AGIP Kenya Properties in addition; small business development and expansion, schools and a better ratio of employment, to assist in opening trade lines, and investors for the Financial Ventures in the projects that were discussed months before The Empresses visit..

Records at the Hotel if correct will show Private High Profile attended meetings and Dinner meetings with her Majesty, including the Private Secretary of Jonathon Moi, and other citizens, small farmers, and those wanting to expand into Europe.

The Grand Regency, where Her Majesty was accommodated, is under dual ownership jointly by Mr. Kamlesh and The Government Central bank through receivership, this Hotel has been a thorn in the eyes of the Kenyan public for several years. Formal charges have been placed against Mr.Kamlesh deploring his financial practices and tactics, through theft of Billions, through the Kenyan Banking System and through the purchase of the said Grand Regency Hotel. Mrs. Mirreti a member of his staff and mutual associate of Jonathon Moi is equally guilty, of total participation in this odious and hideous crime and affair: the defamation of Her Majesty character and the attempting to take her life.

Mr.Kamlesh offered Her Imperial Majesty the possibility of having a joint venture. It was the half ownership of The Grand Regency Hotel.

On Her Imperial Majesty's arrival at the Grand Regency, The Empress commented on the magnificent Massai Mural and the beautiful copper-work, which the Grand Regency's interior
is so famous for. Her Majesty found the hotel to be lovely and it was also in an alluring and pleasing location in the city.

However The Empress further stated that Her Majesty would find it much more humane and appropriate, if something truly positive was implemented, to eradicate the problem of the appalling dilapidated state of the housing in the vicinity, to better the situation of the out-town hotel workers, who are forced to sleep in the parks, to alleviate the plight of the street children and downtrodden around the hotel and throughout Nairobi as a whole, it was a most saddening and heart rending sight to see.

Mr. Kamlesh informed Her Imperial Majesty that he had a foundation, working for these beautiful but, poor children, and in likewise manner he would inform Her Imperial Majesty at a later date how and where Her Imperial Majesty could possibly assist in this matter.

Mr. Kamlesh, a friend and trade Associate of the Moi's, was fully aware of the project of AGIP and both Mr.Kamlesh and Mr. Jonathon Moi offered Her Imperial Majesty the possibility of a diamonds sale purchase, for trade investment projects.

This was sale purchase agreement was discussed with Mr. Jonathon Moi, prior, to Mr. Kamlesh's exposition of this matter to Her Imperial Majesty, for it was done in this manner, and for that purpose. Her Imperial Majesty called to Europe per telephone asking her office if there were any respective buyer's portfolio in Her Majesty's Netherlands office.

One of Her Majesty's security personnel and one of Mr. Jonathon Moi's representatives went together to have the stones appraised, but the test papers were not clear. All of this transpired in Nairobi and in close proximity to The Grand Regency Hotel. Her Imperial Majesty requested all official documentations for export, appraisal, rappaport and origin but these documents were never handed over to The Empress. Mr.Moi and his associates had offered diamonds earlier whilst in the Netherlands to The Empress.

Her Imperial Majesty and Staff learnt however from another source, that the stones were from the Congo, and that they acquired them from the rebels, in trade for weaponry.

According to Mr. Jonathon Moi's direct information they used a cargo plane and cargo service and the respective financing was requited by Mr. Jonathon Moi, the plane was charter via Sudan. He requested finance from Her Imperial Majesty for such a sales purchase venture. Her Imperial Majesty, The Empress refused. Her Majesty's security was alerted, the European office was informed of the matter and all contact or communication was immediately stopped. Mr. Jonathon Moi's character is dirty, and his ethical values also.

The entire situation was getting more and more sensitive, and all of Her Majesty's work relations in and around Mr. Jonathon Moi's father, the President, became tense.

Needless to say a dinner invitation to the Presidential, residence was never realized, especially after Her Imperial Majesty had learnt the sordid details concerning Mr.Jonathon Moi's business ventures and his inclination to be a notorious and consummate prevaricator.
But...the primary reason and the purpose of the visit, was to inspect several buildings, gas-stations and otherwise that belongs to AGIP well known to every user of the AGIP Gas-stations throughout Kenya. This purchase Venture was for the purpose of retaining them for the people of Africa.

Her Majesty and Heads of Staff had obtained documents on it, and had had several open telephone conference with, with Mr Jonathon Moi on behalf of President Moi and other high Kenyan dignitaries.

Included in the documents and information received was Jonathon Moi's private bank account faxed to Secretariat in The Netherlands, and later confirmed as received after his direct call and conversation with a member of the Secretariat Head of Staffs.

The heads of Staff received telephone calls from Mr Moi's associate and family friend Mr. Walter Chumo, who though innocent of Jonathon Moi's and The Presidents transgression and under threat of loss of his life by the Presidential Family members.

Mr. Walter Chumo attended formerly the private school of the President and is a close friend of the family, although placed under duress and threat, during and after The Empress's visit, by Jonathon Moi, and President Moi.

The second day after arrival The Empress was presented in full view of Her Majesty's designated appointed staff, and guards by the Private Secretary of Jonathon Moi with an envelope containing further information of the AGIP project.

However before leaving the Netherlands, confirmation of the said documents and contents authenticity, by the Kenyan Embassy in the Netherlands through Mrs. Jeruto Chepknowy of the Embassy staff was given, stating that AGIP KENYA properties were indeed for sale.

Mr. Jonathan Moi conversed directly per telephone with one of Her Majesty's assistants Mrs. Anita van der Stelt-Duijzer pertaining to the alleged Sale of AGIP, whereby his request was confirmed, that his private bank coordinates were received.

Secretariat staff informed H.I.M, of the received faxed document and the confirmation call from Mr. Jonathon Moi and his request for a down payment of three hundred thousand USD, to hold the option.

The Empress found this rather peculiar, and hence Her Majesty requested further investigation, then immediately proceeded on Her Majesty's way to Kenya.

Another independent check of the properties supposedly for sale by AGIP Kenya was processed by one of Her Majesty private Staff, in the Netherlands.

Written and verbal telephone confirmation validated by AGIP in Italy and through their Amsterdam sub-office, clearly stating the properties were sold.

Several months prior to the final report, after months of correspondence with the Moi's in the matter, of the said AGIP sale, the final confirmation report was sent to Kenya after Her Majesty and Head of Security arrived in Kenya, Her Majesty received them:
The sale of AGIP properties took place in June/July 2000, which invalidated the November 20th, 2000 document dating as claimed by Jonathon Moi, and His Presidential Family.

Thus Her Majesty became aware that all previous documents from Jonathon Moi for the sale of said properties, were falsified.

It became very clear to Jonathon Moi that Her Majesty was not going to react and pay him any down payments of 300,000 USD to his private account previously faxed to Her Majesty's office in the Netherlands. The sale had taken place several months earlier. The documents were incorrect. In fact they were falsified. Jonathon Moi had committed perjury, President Moi and their associates were aware of these activities of perjury.

A 26 page report was handed in to the Office of the Chief Commissioner of Police and Fraud, after an appointment at the hotel was made with Her Majesty. The Empress wanted no part and no connection with the Moi family.

Her Imperial Majesty Empress Shebah Debra Amelia Kasambu ‘Ra - Queen Shebah III was hereafter held hostage in The Grand Regency, by the Moi's Security and Grand Regency Special Security Team, together with armed Military and CID private Staff of the Kenyan Government and State House.

While being retained at the Grand Regency as hostage, The Empress and Head of Her Majesty's security Mr. Ronald Middelkoop were requested to give up their credit cards, or open cheques to the Hotel. Her Majesty's Head of Security at the other end of the Suite, called one of Her Majesty's Legal acquaintance, prominent Dutch Lawyer Mr.A.Vermuelen's Office, and left the phone on the intercom, as witness to the conversation which placed H.I.M and her head of security under the state of duress forcing them to sign forms allowing these culprits Mr. Jonathon Moi & Co to have access to the credit card account.

Mr.Vermuelen thereafter, and after verbal conversation with The Empress and staff, immediately sent a warning fax to the Grand Regency, for the immediate released of The Empress and staff.

The prominent Utrecht Law Firm, was faxed all documents, notes, memo and otherwise, for safe keeping, and on scraps of menu cards, and hotel brochures, the Empress and staff, wrote out all they had experienced and faxed it to Holland, in the event, that the situation should take a fatal turn. This was done, by Head of Security, discretely, through the Grand Regency business centre, and is so documented. Prior to that, E-mail communication for a while transpired, via the laptop until the account per governmental edict as pressures heighten and the email access account was stop.

Her Majesty and The Head of Security were advised by The Dutch Lawyer Mr. Vermuelen to destroy all important documents copies after sending. After Mr. van Middelkoop release from the hostage situation at The Grand Regency, all other documents and co-ordinates left were after faxing destroyed under the advice of the Dutch Embassy.

This later was with good reason. Kenyan authorities sent by President and Mr. Jonathon Moi held Mr. van Middelkoop at The Intercontinental Hotel a stone throw away from the Grand
Regency for another 36 hours of degradation and interrogation into private and financial matters of the Empress. Mr. van Middelkoop was threatened and intimidated, that should he recount his experiences in Kenya, something unforeseen could befall The Empress.

The Nokia fax accessory telephone of The Empress Head of Security Mr. Ronald van Middelkoop was used to communicate by fax with Secretariat Netherlands based Security Mr. Lawrence van Maren, and the Netherlands based Secretariat Staff. The Secretariat Staff newly appointed Trade Secretary Mr. Willem Duizer, his family and Staff was supervising communicating and calling repeatedly to The Grand Regency Hotel and Jonathon Moi without relevant success.

USA/Dutch International Business Real Estate Tycoon Mr. Gerard van Eijden, a business relation of The Empress, was aware of the State House contact between The Empress and the Dutch Office, and in particular the business endeavours as arranged and spoken of and in conference with Mr. Jonathon Moi.

Mr. van Eijden assisted actively in The Netherlands through his international offices with the pre-travelling arrangements. Mr. van Eijden flew over to The Netherlands to meet and accompany The Empress and staff to Schiphol Holland as Her Majesty's visit to proceeded on Her Majesty's journey to Kenya.

During the Hostage period Mr. van Eijden was contacted by the Security by means of the Nokia fax.......and got in communication with The Grand Regency, Mr. Van Eijden was one of the investor interested in African Trade relations. After several discussions Mr. Van Eijden instructed his Houston Texan Account Office to reply and pay the requested amount. The then General Manager and we must mention in the period of Her Majesty confinement, there was a change of Management three times. Mr. van Eijden confirmed to the Swiss General Manager that the funds were sent, and The Grand Regency General Manager confirmed that the co-ordinates were wired over for the swifting of approximately $40,000 USD.

The Grand Regency later stated that they had received no funds and systematically calls from Mr. van Eijden to Head of Security Mr. van MiddelKoop were disrupted and further totally stopped.

Mr. van Eijden was later told that The Empress, and Staff had left Kenya and The Grand Regency, while The Empress was still held hostage.

They were held hostages and terrorized whereby visitors were forcibly hindered from reaching Her Majesty's presence. Mrs. Karioki, Her Majesty' appointed Head of Protocol, and Mr. Walter Chumo were both reprimanded and used as leverage for the signing of the documents, allowing Mr. Jonathon Moi & Co access to the account. Her Imperial Majesty was not aware until later that Mr. Kamlesh was working in contiguity with Mr. Jonathon Moi and the entire squalid drama was dramaturgically set by Mr. Jonathon Moi and his Presidential father.

One of the regular daily newspaper, the Kenya Nation, which was normally brought to Her Majesty, was stopped. Her Majesty suddenly received another newspaper instead of the Kenyan Nation Newspapers.
'Queen of Sheba' stole the show by all accounts

By KEN OPALA

No year in Kenya can come to an end without some sensational tales of the activities of fraudsters and cons. 2001 was no exception. We had the "Queen of Sheba" lay it up at a five-star hotel on the promise that she was to invest billions in the country; we had three elderly Americans held to ransom after landing in the country to conclude what seemed like once-in-a-lifetime business opportunity; there was the German "investor" about to export a suitcase full of sand believing it to be gold; and there was Nairobi Catholic Archbishop losing a princely sum to ATM card thieves.

Beauty, brains and bucks; the fusion can be devastating.

The stealthy ways of a strikingly attractive woman with a knock to con, transformed the nation in 2001, exposing its soft underbelly to fraud merchants.

The high and mighty in Kenya – even with a fraud-littered history which should have left them cautious to chicanery – fell for the wiles of one Dibra Amelio George, a student from a small Caribbean Island, styling herself as the "Queen of Sheba".

The title was all familiar. But not the face. Dibra's ways can hardly equal the Biblical "Queen of Sheba". Yet she struck Nairobi and charmed all and sundry with her swank and border. These attributes she seized to wow contacts.

The bluff paid off. Well-connected pillars of society persuaded the Grand Regency Hotel management to avail presidential suite for the royal visitor.

Dibra had a yarn to spin. She had Gh15 billion ready to invest in Kenya's ailing economy, so the story goes, and needed to be treated with status deserving royalty with money to burn.

By the time suspicion started to sink in, the Grand Regency was Gh2 million down in unpaid bills, part of it advanced to settle the "Queen of Sheba's" medical bill at the Aga Khan Hospital.

The fake queen was arrested and arraigned on charges relating to obtaining services by false pretence, only to flee the country in circumstances which suggested high level connivance.

A few kilometres away from where the "Queen of Sheba" deceived many, three elderly Americans were being held hostage by a well-oiled cabal of Nigerian fraud merchants.

For 87 days, William Danny Marrow, Juergen Ahrmann and Jim Harell survived barely on bread and soda, at the hands of their captors.
The Nation newspaper and the Nation television were the two media which reported a wave of propaganda against Her Imperial Majesty as directed by Mr. Jonathon Moi, and his partners and the Grand Regency. Her Imperial Majesty learnt from her staff the reason why the Kenyan Nation Newspaper was no longer brought to her and it was the same self reason the reception of the television in her rooms no longer functioned.

Her Majesty's staff requested of Her Majesty to look at television but those respective stations were no longer working. Her Imperial Majesty did not know, the magnitude of the treachery exhibited by these people, but Her Imperial Majesty learnt fast, The Empress was appalled and shocked, at the massive flood of negative propaganda, being fed to the Press, while Her Majesty was kept in seclusion and held hostage.

Her Imperial Majesty Empress Shebah Debra Amelia Kasambu ‘Ra - Queen Shebah III and The Imperial African Kingdoms give special thanks to The Head of State and Peoples of China.

In early January 2001 whilst still hostage at The Grand Regency, the security heads of The Grand Regency together with Mrs .Mirreti strongly instructed The Empress of the African lines and Kingdoms of Kush Nubia, to leave the room, and retire to the adjoining. The Empress and Staff were told that The Japanese Head of State was schedule to visit and the room was therefore needed.

It was to be inspected by a Delegation of Japanese Diplomats Ministers and Staff for the pre-inspection in advance to the January 2001 planned visit of Their President to Kenya.

The Empress complied as instructed to leave, but intuitively re-entered and sat down, and coincidentally the High Profile JAPANESE Delegation entered the room in preparation for Prime Minister Yoshiro Mori visited Kenya in in that very month of January 2001, with his Deputy Chief Cabinet Secretary Shinzo Abe and further high Profile Officers of Government.

The Grand Regency Heads of Security had no option, or possibility to stop the Delegation introducing them to the Empress, who cordially greeted the Minister and Ministerial Delegation in presence of Her Imperial Majesty's Private Staff!.

The Empress peacefully communicated with the Delegates verifying that Her Majesty would most certainly visit Japan at a later date, and additionally, The Empress most certainly understood and welcomed The President to the Suite, as the other Executive Summit Suite would be fine for Her Majesty. The Empress had a written note which Her Imperial Majesty wished to give to the Delegates, should the situation present itself. This was an effort of The Empress to avert any mentioning of a depressed and suicidal Empress, which would enhance the situation positively for Mr Jonathan and family's morbid purpose.

The polite Japanese Delegation were very friendly, and were upset at The Grand Regency Hotel Management's ignoble behaviour towards The Empress, and politely bowed, greeted the Empress and left, before the warning note could be exchanged.

However the fact that Her Imperial Highness was seen by this delegation and had conversed with them directly in the Presidential suite, had most certainly contributed to The Empress...
physical survival in Kenya. The Empress was seen, and was introduced, before a smiling but angered The Grand Regency & Moi associate tyrants.

The view of the Executive Suite's window where H.I.M and her Staff were held hostage, during, and for a short period after the visit of The Delegation of Japanese head of state. The Executive Suite is located approximately two doors from the suite accommodated by The Japanese President, on the right and left of the of the suites primary elevator. The hostage Empress, and the visiting Presidential Head State were often separate by one wall. It is at this period and from this window that the propaganda media rumours that The Empress was suicidal.

The Empress, in light of the delegation's visit, was moved to the Executive Suite with Her Staff. On the morning after the room change-over, The Head of Security called to the Empress's attention a gathering around and in front of The Presidential Suite a few doors further.

The furniture of the Presidential Suite was removed from the room and systematically placed on the Suite's verandas. The sofas and chairs were turned upside down, lamps and under accessories being cleaned, after being opened, a major internal clean-up of the Suites, furniture, it was all totally bugged. The Grand Regency's Security Guards were guarding the elevators, at the far corner of the 12th floor, from where the Empress stood. The President suite was being cleaned up. The Executive Suite, prepared in similar manner as The Presidential Suite for Her Majesty's arrival, was most definitely bugged.

The security layout was weak. The Head of Security was worried, the location was total open. It was a security headache. However the Japanese Government Delegation met and saw Her Majesty and Staff in the room, there was little else that could be done at that point, but wait.

The Moi's through their Associates at the Grand Regency and the Kenyan Nation Television and Newspapers, went beyond all boundaries, when they intercepted a telephone call from His Royal Highness His Majesty King Adam Thabit Seddi KasambuLa of the Ugandan/lineage of the Imperial Royals in Bombo 20 kilometres from the Kampala and surrounding Royal Kingdom domain of the Kingdom of Bunganda and related by Royal ties, and bonds between both Kingdoms, as Royal Family Line Members.

The bond was under the initial process of the Nubian customary Imperial Traditional Kingdom Union. It united the ancient lines of the Imperial Families, in the West and Diaspora and those of the Kingdoms of Nubia-Nubadae, with the Lines of His Imperial Majesty Emperor KasambuLa The Great, that ruled Bombo & Kiberia and that of the Nubia-Sudan
Sheba lines that included Bombo and Kiberia with all the Kingdoms and Tribes of Nubia throughout Africa Of Her Majesty Kasambu’Ra lines. This union was Media covered by the Dutch Media, British, in America and Trinidad press and African oriented Magazines and News 2000 and it was extensively extolled upon within the Nubian Community.

**The intercepted call was a very tense conversation of the Imperial Royals and focused on the following:**

*The external priority of both Imperials was sole concentration on the betterment of Africa and their peoples.*

However, *The Empress's accentuation was the support of Africa as a whole. Her Imperial Majesty's agenda is and was the Imperials support of the Kingdoms, to raise the economic and social standard of the individual Kingdoms, the individual countries and their respective governments: To a united standard of progress and development befitting of a people and continent of such magnificence, where the Imperial Pharaohs and Dynasty forefathers ruled, loved and lived.*

*The KasambuLa Patriarchal lines House His Royal Majesty King Adam Thabit Seddi KasambuLa in the Bombo lands, obtained these Kingdom lands through alliances after the Kingdoms wars between The Buganda Kingdom and The Bunyoro Kingdom, The Nubian Emperor Kasambu’Ra's Military and Tribes from and around The Nile of the Royal Military at the turn of the last century came to the assistance of The Buganda Kingdom and The Kingdom of Bunyoro was defeated, although the Royal lines are throughout Uganda, the Bombo Kingdom is the Central Kingdom place of Rule in East Africa, wished focus on Kiberia in Nairobi as primary and family members of His Majesty that was the leadership of the struggling community, that the Empress was strongly advise to yield to and support.*

*The Kasambu’Ra Matriarchal line House Empress insisted on encompassing all the peoples of Africa in every effort, therefore no specific accentuation was placed on any Kingdom, any tribe or any specific faith. His Royal Majesty King Thabit KasambuLa insisted that concentration must be centralised on Bombo and Uganda primarily in matters of investment and economic growth support.*

*Instead The Empress's emphasis was placed on a new and strong infrastructure with a growth that will stimulate Africa, so that all can enjoy, and the Family matters, business or private, should not stagnate and influence the villages, causing more inflations.*

*The Empress's Agenda was a unified African Government, with unified aims and objectives, for a unified Africa by each individual and head of state, through one chamber of individual African Presidents and Heads of State forming The Chamber of Sovereign African Presidents. Activities are to be spread and concentrated on Investments and the supporting of the many Governments and their financial needs.*

*Her Majesty insisted that Her Majesty's assistance is the bringing to the Rural Areas of Africa a higher standard of self-help economy, whilst a stronger Inter-Africa*
Infrastructure works to encompass and equilibrate this economical and commercial Enhancement towards International standard for all the people of Africa.

This is to be achieved through Inter-Africa Business and African based Private investments, Africa can support these African initiatives of inter-African economical and commercial market exchanges, a respectable currency and a Leadership supported by the Kingdoms, Chiefdoms Tribes of all Africa, thereby creating a stronger and more interested investment market internationally and for foreign investments. The conversation was tense, support and protection in the situation would not be forthcoming without a compromise.

This was the prevalent issue and the incongruous opinions between the two Majesty’s ensued during that conference call, all the while basic human rights of privacy were being impinged through the tapping bugging and recording of a private issue between Royal relatives by Kenya.

The Empress was placed in a dilemma, Her Imperial Majesty did not wish that the hostile, hostage actions of Kenya, on Her person revert back to the peoples of Kenya causing damage recompense, such as the causing of investors to turn away from Kenya, therefore Africa, should the detainment become public and bear the loss of Her Majesty many efforts to hold on and to bring international investments into Kenya.

Bombo was again on the table, .................

Reiteration is necessary at this point, The Empress on one hand was held hostage in Kenya and Her Majesty wished to protect and to assist the economical uplifting of the Kenyan peoples, and was unaware that the call was being tapped into, and on the other hand whilst in the midst of unwarranted company in a hostile and hostage situation. Her Majesty bond relative was insinuating and admonishing, to exposure and make public the Kenyan atrocity that was taking place against Her Majesty as attempt assistance to free, The Empress. This was a double bind: President Moi is not Kenya, he is one of the people of Kenya, and his actions should not be the measure to judge the Kenyan population.

Mass propaganda from the contents of this tapped and recorded conversation was exorbitantly spread through the Kenyan Media and took on the distorted and warped view as portrayed and publicised by President Moi.

To deny the people of Kenya and the Kenyan Government the badly needed financial support in reference to the actions of one individual, it is unthinkable and is not a part of Her Majesty character or mode of behaviour.

It is sad, when investments are stagnated or made redundant owing to the political climate, created by an ignominious few, the Presidential Mr. Moi Clan.

The private yet kingdoms Issue of Her Majesty being held hostage in Kenya, generated problems and a huge surge of irritation to His Majesty King Adam Thabit KasambuLa when told that his bond relative, the Empress and Queen in the Lines of Nubia-Nubadae, had caused a scandal referring to a Hotel Bill payment, for the sum of 100,000 United States Dollars.
The Empress and H.R.M. King Haji Adam Thabit KasambuLa.

His Royal Majesty King Adam Thabit KasambuLa had earlier been informed, by The Royal Family in Nairobi, though they were unaware of the true extent of the predicament of The Empress, but were shocked at the Kenyan press propaganda which they knew, was totally impossible ungrounded and unfounded.

President, Mr. Moi's efforts after hearing of the tape infuriated him even more, and so the defamation of the character of The Empress in Her Majesty's Struggle for a strong Africa became paramount.....calls were again made to the King, with scandalous lies, and disturbing
articles, backed by President Moi's Office through The Grand Regency, where contact was held....

His Majesty King Thabit KasambuLa contacted The Grand Regency Kenya and ordered the immediate release and freedom of The Empress; it was an insult, and very dangerous grounds within the kingdoms. The Grand Regency ignored the warning and retaliated with tales of more and more money.

Kenya escalated with new stories all the while the Empress was still held hostage now in approximately the fourth month, while silently international efforts were being activated.

His Majesty King Thabit KasambuLa and the Royal Families efforts through-out the African Kingdoms Families, together with the Trinidad & Tobago and other Caribbean's Governmental family acquaintance, put more and more pressure on Kenya through the Foreign Office. Her Majesty demanded again meetings with President Moi personally. He refused.

Around this period, to no surprise, The African Imperial Kingdom Families viewed, an article that was placed in the Kenyan Newspapers, seemingly from a member of the Presidents Party, therein was stated that it thought proper and befitting that the President of Kenya Mr. D. Moi be made **King of Kenya** for his years of service.

*Several months after Her Majesty release African Intelligence, disclosed that Mr. Jonathon Moi has the warped idea of becoming an Emperor through the Imperial line carrier The Empress, through such a marriage the Empress was fully capable to grant President Moi the Honorary title of King. That the Empress would never do.*

Mrs. Jeruto Chepknowy, Attaché to one of the Kenyan Embassy in De Hague Holland, received unauthorised, the telephone contact co-ordinates of His Majesty King KasambuLa from The Grand Regency Hotel, and proceeded to contact and terrorise His Majesty's staff and person, until communication co-ordinates were changed and steps taken, for the immediate cessation of the said behaviour. Mrs. Chepknowy was clearly admonished that the Kenyan Ambassador will learn of her actions, lies, prevarications and abuse.

The then Kenyan Government commenced with this discrediting propaganda against The Empress and the Dutch supported copiously to the expansion of this unethical misuse of power, with Broadcasts and Magazines.

Ms. Chepknowy and members of this particular Royal Dutch inner circle contacted again, His Royal Majesty King Adam Thabit KasambuLa, who was at his residence in Sweden, after His Royal Majesty King KasambuLa's return from a tour of the Kingdoms, and a visit to Morocco for His Marriage Engagement to a High Profile Moroccan Social Elite.

On Her Imperial Majesty's return to Europe The Empress acknowledged the reciprocal termination between the two parties, of the customary union. Her Imperial Majesty Empress Shebah Debra Amelia Kasambu ‘Ra - Queen Shebah III's predominant choice was and is: Africa.
In the 2001 and through 2002, after Her Imperial Majesty procured Her Majesty's freedom, through international pressure and assistance from the Kenyan/International Foreign Government Intelligence/CID joint covert mission, many of these men have been arrested and killed, by President Moi's henchmen, for the sole reason that they worked with integrity and positive consciousness. Special thanks also to The Kenyan Anti-Corruption Association KACA.

Her Majesty is deeply indebted to them and their families and likewise all others internationally who participated actively or passively in this humane life saving assistance that facilitated the escape flight sequence of The Empress, and Her Majesty's return to The Netherlands.

Shortly after The Empress returned to The Netherlands and was reunited with three distraught children, after months of separation, the additional propaganda circulation was a further source of despicable torment to them all, auditions was being staged, for actors and actresses to act the part of the Empress, Her Majesty's Children and Her European Staff Members, in this scandalous propaganda.

His Royal Majesty King Thabit KasambuLa's Secretariat was persistently contacted by Kenya and later by the Dutch inner circle. Regardless of family disagreements or Kingdom matters between The Imperial Royals, His Majesty King KasambuLa refused to contact either one of the two cantankerous parties or participate in such scandalous actions.

Around that self-same period in the Netherlands, bogus films were being fabricated, Her Majesty's Offices were being monitored and Trade Sale Contracts were being sabotaged per internet. And uninvited and unknown Journalists, tapped, taped and doctored conversations of The Empress's Staff and Her Majesty's children. And the audacity of it all Her Majesty's children were being followed by High Profile Dutch intelligence.

These incubus and querulous high profile Dignitaries are still perpetuating in this costly and tedious endeavour which is to scandalise the Name and Integrity of the Empress, sabotage Her Majesty's Business Credibility, impinge on Her Majesty's social and parental freedom, and to damage the ethical moral incorruptibility and conscientiousness of the African Empress, Her Imperial Majesty Empress Shebah Amelia Debra Kasambu'Ra.

On the morning of The Empress's arrival in Kenya, Kiberia Chiefdom greeted the Empress at a Royal Reception in The Grand Regency Hotel. The Kiberia Chiefdom is located on lands of (the late 1800) His Imperial Majesty Emperor KasambuLa The Great of the Kenyan/Ugandan Royal Family Lines.

It has in the course of the historical transformation of Africa's "New World" history, changed into a landscape of some 850,000.00 shattered and suffering Kenyans under the leadership of one of the strong but helpless Kenyan Chiefs, powerless to alleviate the sufferings of their peoples. In likewise manner all other Chiefdoms in Kenya are in the self-same dilemma. The Empress's Agenda is the creating of employment, Housing, commerce, social and economic enhancement for the devastated Kingdoms, Nations and peoples of Africa.

In full view and located on a vast area of land, in the heart of Nairobi and in full presence of the beholding eyes of these poverty stricken peoples and their suffering, living in an enormous
shanty town around the surrounding vicinity, is the Palace like residence of President Moi in Kiberia. After arrival in Kenya, on the official agenda, there was a Government Convention with the Chief of Kiberia and other Chiefdoms and later a visit to Kiberia.

The state tour was prearranged and winded through the lanes and paths of Kiberia. Both Kiberia and Nairobi are well aware of this Royal tour of Her Majesty, and the meetings with the Kenyan lines of the Royal family. Another convention was held in Honour of the Empress in Al Dama Ravine.

The President and Jonathon Moi were well aware of this, congruently the media oriented public, the Presidential staff, Military Guards and the Kenya CID.

Eight Video bands were made of the initial visit in the days prior to the hostage events.

The journalist from the Kenyan Government TV station, whose person and video apparatus can be seen on several photographs that got safely out of Kenya, and are now in Her Imperial Majesty archives and additionally are also in the archives of Reuters International Associated Press.

Her Imperial Majesty visiting the Nairobi Snake Park. The left picture shows H.I.M being filmed by a Kenyan National Television Journalist, as appointed for the tour. At the right corner picture: Kenyan Government High Profile Security officer, Mr. Julius.

This picture depicts Mr. Julius once again, awaiting The Empress In the lounge at the Grand Regency Hotel, to accompany The Empress to the Kenyan Independence Day Celebration. Military Officer Mr. Julius is accompanied by a Kenyan Television journalist.

At the Kenyan Independence Celebration the Reuter's journalist camera man filmed Her Majesty and the other VIP Dignitaries, as he was standing and stationed directly in front of the Columns of the VIP Dignitaries seating, and in likewise manner filmed the surrounding journalists or camera men from the there present rival media agencies, including the Government cameraman that followed the Empress's visit.

The copies of these videos are the sordid repugnant reason why President Moi is desperate and morbid killings and terrorisation of all Kenyans are common place. Political staff members were intimidated including the innocent and dynamic Permanent Secretary Mr. Solomon Boit and his lovely Family, whom The Empress, had met on several occasions. But whose honourable touch has been silenced under the terror.
The Empress has not seen or met the Permanent Secretary neither during nor after her hostage confinement, but has followed the silent terror that Kenya is captivated in.

The Dutch Embassy got involved. The Family of Her Majesty's Head of Security got in touch with the Ministry of Foreign Affairs in Holland and this was forwarded on to the Dutch Embassy in Nairobi, and the Embassy's Attaché came to the hotel requesting Her Majesty's Head of Security Mr. Ronald van Middelkoop presence.

After intervention of the Dutch Embassy, and Minister of Foreign Affairs, the Empress's Head of Security was released, after his family paid the sum of $35,000 to The Grand Regency Hotel, unknowingly, under the pretext of the said hotel bill.

The Lawyer Mr. Anton Vermuelen of prominent Dutch Law Firm MAALDRINK VERMUELEN GROSS in s'Gravenhage Holland, send further faxes to the hotel, demanding Her Majesty's immediate release, and pending legal action. Her Imperial Majesty as Her Head of Security previously had done, had stopped eating, as correctly presumed, the food contained dangerous additives, which could and did impair health.

Her Majesty was under surveillance at all times.

The staffs of the hotel, the waiter's cleaners and helpers and the friendly guards, though under strict instructions at Her Majesty's door when on duty, were Her Majesty's solace and strength.

Her Imperial Majesty thanks and sends her best regards to all of them for their kind words, deeds and smiles, and oh yes Her Imperial Majesty The Empress is completely aware and knew and understood that they were all terrified, scared and intimidated, everyone knew and were also aware of the dilemma of Her Majesty and of themselves.

Contact was made through-out Africa, Trinidad, Europe and the USA to The Empress's family members.

The Ministry of Foreign Affairs in Trinidad and Tobago was called, who in return contacted the consulate in Nigeria who was the closest contactable consul. The Ambassador was aware and was helping in all ways possible, for a quiet release from the hostage situation, and to keep it all out of the press, as Her Imperial Majesty had chosen.

And Her Imperial Majesty had no intentions to expose the atrocities that took place, for it would have damaged the image that Kenya was working to build and the people would suffer. The Imperial Royal family members, Her Imperial Highness Janet Mary Bart Kasambu'Ra, The Empress's Mother contacted further the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and the United Nations. President of the Trinidad and Tobago Stocks and Shares, Mr. Winston Padmore, family of deceased former President George Padmore was also doing all in his power to alleviate the situation and procure the release of the Empress.

Simultaneously the Consulate of Trinidad and Tobago in Great Britain also was working together with the Nigerian consul, the former Minister of Finance of Seychelles, Mr. Lewis Didon, assisted and informed as best as he could the Vice-President of the Seychelles of the
situation and what possibilities could be done in procuring the release of Her Majesty. Mr. Didon arranged special church services praying for Her Majesty's safety and release. Several church services were performed and conducted.

The former Ghanaian Diplomat Mr. Raymond Okudzetu also was involved in activities which would assist in any way possible to achieve the release of Her Imperial Majesty. This gentleman was even prepared to reimburse the ransom moneys which were submerged behind the alleged Grand Regency Hotel bill. The repercussions of his attempted assistance occurred in a very nasty and dramatic manner. He was threatened with his life, his financial assets in Kenya were confiscated and finally he was banned from Kenya.

These facts speak for themselves, you who are concerned, you are most welcome to prove them and verify the veracity and authenticity of the recounts of these incidents by Her Imperial Majesty and her Majesty's staff, prominent African and international Heads of Government and African and International Intelligence organisation units. The International and The African associated press are acquainted with the archives and records of the loathsome propaganda.

In 2001-2002 The United States of America based Detroit and other USA, News-station, were informed and were aware, and respected the Imperial Families heeds, through Head of Protocol Prince Diomande, to wait with any publications of the matter at that time, so as not to jeopardise The Empress's safety in Kenya and in The Netherlands.

Her Majesty's life was in danger, as it was propagated and publicised to visitors that Her Imperial Majesty had already travelled, and left Kenya. It was further publicised that Her Imperial Majesty was inclined to be suicidal. Her Imperial Majesty is most certainly a life affirmative person.

Not only did The Ambassador Consul of Trinidad and Tobago try to assist but also the Nigerian Ambassador to Trinidad and Tobago, the British consul and the respective representative for human rights. Her Imperial Majesty reiterates that Mass was said for Her Majesty in Seychelles in request for Her Majesty's safety.

The local Chiefs and Tribal clans were vociferously denied any possibility to have an audience with Her Imperial Majesty or to inquire about Her Majesty's welfare, although they had traversed great distance to be in the presence of Her Imperial Majesty, the Empress.

The Ministry of Foreign Affairs in Trinidad and Tobago got further involved, the U.N. was contacted and requests for Her Majesty's immediate release and freedom was demanded, stating clearly that this should be done in a quiet and civil manner. Notwithstanding the former Minister of Finance of the Seychelles and the Vice-President of the said country were requested to negotiate and do the best they could to assist in Her Majesty's quiet release.

The newly elected Ghanaian President and close friend of earlier mentioned Mr.Raymond Okudzeto and many other African Heads of State was stated to have been appalled.

At the condolence and funeral ceremony of the assassinated Congo President Mr. Kabila, President Moi was privately admonished by his members of his peers unaware of the true and total agenda and the factual hostage holding of The Empress at that time, the news
propaganda had reached their Presidential Offices. They queried at the distasteful propaganda in Kenya in the matter of The Empress whose vibrant character and purpose for Africa is a blessing, that the Empress must be peacefully and quietly released to continue on Her Majesty visit or return to The Netherlands as the Empress was scheduled to. Before continuing on to Uganda, Mr. Moi the President negated and refused to comply.

Twice through dehydration and hyperventilation Her Imperial Majesty was removed from the hotel in the wee hours of the night and taken to The AGA Khan Hospital in Nairobi, after such attacks. The Empress had never experienced such symptoms before.

Her Imperial Majesty was becoming ill from the food, which was also the case with her Majesty's security staff during the period of the last three weeks of his stay. Her Majesty's head of security was forced to revert also to dry bread and water. Her Imperial Majesty fell in love with a Kenyan local dish/food called Ugali. Her Imperial Majesty recounted that at one point she refused to eat except a little Ugali which was smuggled into her Majesty's room.

At that selfsame time period Jeruto Chepknowy, whose father had died, was also in Kenya and shared the meal Ugali with me. Her Imperial Majesty supposed that Ms. Jeruto Chepknowy was supposedly trying to help.

Before leaving Her Majesty's presence Ms. Jeruto Chepknowy confided that she was on her way to have multiple meetings with Mr. Jonathon Moi. On her return she simply admonished Her Imperial Majesty to pay the requested finances to Mr. Jonathon Moi and the hotel, and her attitude reflected her fear.

After Mrs. Chepknowy Kenyan Dutch based Embassy Attaché statements and warnings, Her Imperial Majesty became apparent that Ms. Jeruto Chepknowy could not be trusted and Her Imperial Majesty became more vigilant about anything Her Imperial Majesty The Empress said to her. Ms. Jeruto Chepknowy propagated the suggestion that Her Majesty's Mother and all the members of the Staff in Holland should mortgage their homes and bring the respective moneys to the Kenyan Embassy in Holland and she would personally see to it that the money was brought to Her Imperial Majesty. Her Imperial Majesty declined. Her Imperial Majesty trusted no one in Kenya, the ones who could be trusted could not help, and those who could help, could not be trusted.

The President, Mr. Moi, and Mr. Jonathon Moi were aware that when Her Imperial Majesty left Kenya that Her Imperial Majesty would be a possible threat to them, for Her Imperial Majesty could expose their many crimes that Her Majesty had discovered and experienced, for example Mr. Moi's attempt to misappropriate the sum of 100 Million United States Dollars in reference to the AGIP's sale purchase which had already transpired months before.

Evidently it was also well known that the Grand Regency was silently controlled and owned by the Kenyan government and Mr. Moi's extorting of moneys from official invited guests is totally against international ethic. Through international pressure and the help of African CID and intelligence Her Imperial Majesty was able to return to the Netherlands dehydrated, traumatized, anaemic and undernourished but alive.

Two hours after Her Majesty's impromptu arrival Her Imperial Majesty became aware that Her Majesty's accounts have been pillaged and Her Majesty's staff scattered in the four winds.
The nightmare was not over; the security and the distraught staff explained to Her Imperial Majesty that The Moi's and their respective people were ringing up inquiring about Her Majesty's whereabouts.

It was at this point when Mr. Moi contacted his high profile friends and business associates in the ranks of the Dutch Royal inner circle for reasons only known to them, to prosecute, to harass, to defame, to publicize the assassination of the veracity of Her Imperial Majesty. It is the selfsame individuals from the Royal circle who regularly visit the members of President Moi and his Government.

Her Imperial Majesty clearly states that Her Imperial Majesty was not conscious of the hidden link and the interlacement with all the ramifications of the conspiracy, until Her Imperial Majesty was assisted to leave Kenya through that very government and their top staff Kenya, and with the Assistance of The Dutch Embassy, with involvement and international pressure from the here named governments and Embassies.

The Empress thanks them. The Empress arrived back to her distraught children, for the first time their mother was not there, for Christmas, for New Year, and for the first time for a seven day visit that transmuted into a several months visit. And in likewise manner it is the first time that it was reported that Her Imperial Majesty had committed suicide. Furthermore Her Imperial Majesty and her entire family were terrorized with defamatory televised programs, concocted to instigate disrupt and disintegrate Her Majesty's character, finance, home, children, purpose and sense of direction.

This is an insult to The Nubian Empress of Africa, Her Majesty's entire household, the Chambers of Sovereigns, Kings and Queens of Africa, the Heads of States of Africa, the people of Africa and the peoples of the Diaspora.

Let it be noted furthermore that on Her Majesty arrival Ms. Jeruto Chepknowy who had already arrived in Holland before Her Imperial Majesty, was actively spreading odious denigrations of Her Majesty's character and with threats and intimidations on and towards Her Majesty's staff. The Dutch inner circle congruently sponsored this and is still sponsoring the making of false and erroneous film and book material to misappropriate, misguide and misinform the general public on behalf of Mr. Moi and their communal business ventures, whereby they could be unaware of the intrinsic truth behind it all.

The implementation of the friendship politics between Kenya and Holland constituted to the effect that Kenyans visited Her Majesty's office and it was also Kenyans that contacted the Dutch inner circle to start their active propaganda; actors and actresses were paid and trained to pretend and to portray interviews commenced with every and anyone who were supposed to be associated with Her Imperial Majesty. His Royal Highness Imperial Prince Yuray Andrew Serge, Kasambu'Ra was deliberately and immediately arrested under false pretence after his 18th birthday in an effort to lure Her Imperial Majesty back to Holland to activate further defamation and negative allegations. His Royal Highness was later released, innocent of the Why's and the How's of dirty politics...
The Royal families of Africa and several African Heads of State contacted President Chirac and other European Heads of State, asking to assist in the diversion of the televised odious and scandalous TV-defamation of Her Imperial Majesty.

President Chirac contacted the Dutch Head of State and the respective cabinets and he was confirmed that such insensible garbage would not be shown on television and that it was not of interest to European-African relations if harm should ever come to the Empress through such scandalous modus operandi from the Dutch.

The former Netherlands Government confirmed in affirmative that they were in concord with all that transpired between President Chirac, themselves and the Brussels Parliament. On that self-same day a delegation was sent to the Netherlands Head of State to emphasize the importance of the matter. Notwithstanding the Netherlands went ahead and released their television program in the attempt to vilify Her Majesty's character and person.

The Dutch inner circle in concord with the Kenyan government, were trying to undo the Empresses most holy and sacred name: Empress Shebah Debra Amelia Kasambu ‘Ra - Queen
Shebah III... which means when transliterated, expounds the meaning, "the one who is prepared for the stride". This daughter of Judah will never give up. The stride for which she was born: Africa and peace in the global village.

Additionally interviews were given to everyone and anyone who was thought to have been in association with Her Imperial Majesty. During this time Her Imperial Majesty was not residing in Holland. Her Imperial Majesty had work to do, Her beloved Africa was calling and Her Imperial Majesty had to steer Her Imperial Majesty's many business ventures out of troubled waters and much planning to do for the many African investment projects which were stranded.

In regards to Her Majesty's private matters and those of finance, Her Imperial Majesty had work to do, as Her Imperial Majesty intended to return to Kenya. Massive sabotage was activated in full swing and Her Majesty's phones were consistently tapped, and this was confirmed by other international intelligence departments. Over one (1) Billion United States Dollars in contracts was sabotaged, food for Africa, projects for Africa, assistance for Africa.
All was sabotaged because of one man's greed and the misuse of power. This misuse is evident in the modus operandi as demonstrated by President Moi and his son and their contemporaries, business partners and friends in the Dutch inner circle.

Let it be known that the Presidents of The African Countries, present at the 2002 Senegal Summit Convention, extorted Holland in one of the agenda in regards of the insult of the African Empress and Africa through the Netherlands on Kenya's behalf with their scandalous television program. Holland was admonished and West Africa issued sanction warnings. The ECOWAS Presidents activated their respective ministries of foreign affairs who in turn contacted the respective Dutch Ambassadors in their countries and a meeting was held in Cote d'Ivoire.

The topic was once more the insulting behaviour towards the African Empress. The President of Cote d'Ivoire represented the African Presidents at the meeting in his office, Her Imperial Majesty's Head of Protocol, His Royal Highness Imperial Prince David Dauda Diomande represented The Empress and The Imperial Kingdoms in Africa, in presence of the Dutch Ambassador, the Kenyan Ambassador and in attendance was also a High Ranking Official of African Intelligence with the respective proof and material verifying clearly the magnitude of the international sabotage, conspiracies and media propaganda to Her Majesty's business on behalf of Africa, family and person, and additionally evidence of all that had transpired in Holland.

Cote d'Ivorie Family member His Royal Highness Imperial Prince David Diomande Head of Protocol of The Empress, showed evidence photographs of Her Imperial Majesty and High Kenyan officials on tour in Kenya, thus verifying that Her Imperial Majesty was officially invited to Kenya and it was known by the government of Kenya. Immediately after this meeting Kenya escalated their activities to defame the Empress and sanctions were impounded on Holland textiles.

The High Profile Afro-American Community and Associations on hearing the troubled news in regards to Her Imperial Majesty boycotted the Royal Dutch Airlines KLM. The episode intensified to such a degree that the personal safety of Her Imperial Majesty became paramount, and fund raising attempts in the Afro-American community were sabotaged as Her Imperial Majesty was practically incapable of journeying, owing to consistent Business hindrances, sabotaging and furthermore the pertinent issue of defamation and discrediting of Her Majesty's Name and Person was in full swing.

The depth of the degradation continued and transmogrified itself into murder.

The Kenyan lawyer investigating on behalf of the kingdoms, and as a follow-up of the meeting in the President of the Cote d'Ivoire's office, in regards of the accusations against Her Imperial Majesty and the true underlining reasons, was assassinated, killed at close range with several bullets approximately four months ago as he was taking evidence which would incriminate and illuminate the fact that Mr. Jonathon Moi and the President Mr. Moi were directly implicated with the death of the deceased President Mr. Kabila of The Democratic Republic of Congo.

Before the Kenyan lawyer was murdered he had collected all the evidence showing clearly the truth of Her Majesty's invitation to Kenya and the truth of the Moi's clandestine reasons.
The lawyer, prior to his assassination approximately 4 months ago (2002) confirmed verbally to The Royal Family and to the President of the Cote d'Ivoire that he had acquired all the evidence necessary to clear the Empresses name and to incriminate the Moi's. He was totally unaware that his telephone was being tapped. Two hours after his affirmation of having all the evidence as he telephoned to the Royal family, his office was broken into and the documents were removed by Moi's military.

He was held in detention for one week and was tortured. He procured his release through direct intervention of the President of the Cote d'Ivoire and the over 16 African Heads of States forming the ECOWAS. And other African Heads of States of United Africa.

Shortly after his release a second attempt was made on the life of the lawyer, he was shot at but the bullets missed. He succumbed at the third attempt on his life to the assassin's bullets. He was slaughtered by the Moi's.

Prior to the Lawyers assassination....whilst Her Majesty was visiting Switzerland, and workings towards, a stronger financial structure within International Trade for the Financing of the many African projects, devastating systematic sabotage, was impounded, through the creditability defamation, interference of business and personal privacy through telephone tapping, computer and internet infiltration, mass E-mailings to the business associates with unknown individual worldwide fictitious fraudulent international trade offers, instigating that these Offertas were from The Secretariat of Her Imperial Majesty.

"The Royal Nubian Secretariat" and open sabotage on Her Imperial Majesty's genuine trade offers, whose completion would have greatly eased the present financial deficit in The Empress's African Support Projects, culminating with a current atrocity: - the sabotaging, of a finalising vital contract, through the planting of a defamatory and discrediting magazine in the respective bank where the signatories were and were about to do the closing signatorius Signatura.

One of the latest sabotage incidents transpired just recently in earlier August 2002.

Her Majesty Head of Protocol and distinguished Cote d'Ivoire Imperial Family member of the Imperial Kingdom lines His Royal Majesty Imperial Prince David Diomande, at and important contractual closure meeting, after producing the necessary beneficiaries and banking details, a magazine was brought forward, Kenya's propaganda, had reached Florida and the other signee contractual relation.

His Royal Highness Imperial Prince David of The Cote d'Ivoire Imperial Royal Lines of the Imperial Family was stunned...when Kenya's latest Media Magazine Publication of June 12th, with its adjunct defamation of Her Imperial Majesty character and person was presented to His Royal Majesty, by the participating business relation.

The contract was cancelled immediately based on this frivolous and demeaning publication. Such fraudulent, dubious and refractory publications by Kenya and the Netherlands are the root cause, for the impediments, vicissitudes, deprecations and defamations on an African Imperial Royal.
The Cote d'Ivoire Heads and Royal Kingdoms throughout Africa are totally disgusted at the sordid Affair; Projects of The Kingdoms for investment in Cote d'Ivoire and other African countries are at present slowed because of this unwarranted and malicious propaganda.

"We voice in all clarity, to all governments of the United Nations, The Imperial House of Japan, The Royal Houses of Europe and all Royal Houses and Sovereign Heads of States of The Global Village. Her Imperial Majesty Empress Shebah Debra Amelia Kasambu ‘Ra - Queen Shebah III ameliorates this utterance and sings "...Africa through all the annals of history has never insulted, vilified, desecrated or denigrated any European or otherwise Sovereign Royal of any of the present day, or existing Royal Houses’."

We are Royals, We are those who are beacons lights, of veracity and honour and it is said, We carry the villagers and the villages, to dishonour this is to dishonour ones own Royal House"..... .....thus spoke Her Imperial Majesty The Empress Shebah Debra Amelia Kasambu ‘Ra - Queen Shebah III.

Africa has shown its Sovereignty, by respecting, accepting, and communicating with any and all of the other Royal Houses of the Global Village, up to this day. It is vile, heinous odious and not befitting of any Royal House, worthy or unworthy, to descend to such a niggardly, craven and pusillanimous attitude, such as the defamation of an Empress. Such behaviour is an insult, to the persevering African Heads of States and all other Heads of States, who seek clarity, wisdom and fortitude in their humane efforts to rule, guide and build their peoples.

The President of France the Honourable Mr. Chirac, was blatantly and ambiguously insulted by The Dutch Government. President Chirac, who in defence to the truthfulness and honour of the Empress's name, and the African Royal House, well known to the Cote d'Ivoire Presidential and Royal families, called upon Holland, to stop the defamation propaganda campaign.

As it was previously stated, the Dutch ministers agreed to stop the propaganda television program of December 14th. The Netherlands did not stop, but escalated and are escalating this odious campaign; the Netherlands even repeated a second television episode of the said denigration and defamation of Her Majesty's character.

The answer was the visit of the newly wed Dutch Crown Prince His Royal Highness Prince Willem Alexander and Her Royal Highness Princess Maxima's announcement of plans to visit, the former Slave forts in Ghana, The Ghana Kingdoms and the Kingdoms throughout Africa protested, stating, that such a visit, is an insult, in light of the current issues, that were taking place.

The Ghanaian Assante King in return, on a visit to Her Royal Majesty Queen Beatrix of The Netherlands recently, was present at an unveiling of a public commemoration monument, in honour of the sufferings of the million-fold murdered black African Cargo, and as atonement for the participation of The Netherlands in the horrendous merciless Blood Commerce Slave Trade, and the excruciating Agony inflicted on The Imperial House, the Royal Kingdoms, the Tribes and the peoples of The African Continent and all our family members and peoples in the Diaspora.
Let us revert to this pending agenda and a fact is to be called to mind, the Dutch Ambassador in the office of the President of the Cote d'Ivoire stated clearly that H.I.M and family are welcomed in Holland, where their European residence is situated and Her Majesty's children attend school. The Netherlands stated that they were not in control, or could not do anything, about anything, that anyone published, about anyone, at any time.

Yet, Her Imperial Majesty Empress Shebah is welcomed to the Netherlands to be persecuted by the Dutch media with negative propaganda consistently up to this present moment. **Is this not politics?**

On his return to Holland, Her Majesty's Head of Security, visited Dutch Noble Family members and acquaintances of Her Imperial Majesty and told of The Empress predicament, unfortunately Kenya Propaganda campaign and support was already growing. And it was rumoured that the Empress at one point had indeed committed suicide.

No funds or help would be available, the situation was insecure. Opinions were firm; the Empress was not leaving Kenya alive. Sending money was useless. Simultaneously, with the return of Mr. Middelkoop return and the futile attempts to save The Empress and secure Her Hostage release from Kenya, in The Netherlands the Empress Business interest, character and intentions for Africa's progress became a focus of full-fledged propaganda.

An earlier meeting that year, prior to the Empress's Kenya trip, Her Imperial Majesty Empress Shebah recalled, in conversation with Her Royal Highness Princess Margriet in Apeldoorn, Her Imperial Majesty Empress Shebah Debra Amelia Kasambu 'Ra - Queen Shebah III discussed with Princess Margriet, the Sister of Her Royal Majesty Queen Beatrix of The Netherlands, Her Royal Highness Princess Margriet's Red Cross Trip and Her Imperial Majesty Empress Shebah Debra Amelia Kasambu 'Ra offered to assist the positive African endeavours and projects of Her Royal Highness Princess Margriet.

The Empress also discussed a previously planned trip of Jonathon Moi with the very charming and vigorous Princess Margriet, whose family and circle are all well acquainted with The Kenyan Presidential Family, Kenyan Governmental Ministers and Royal Family friend Kenyan Minister Mr. Robert Leaky, thus support was briefly mentioned.

The attack on Her Imperial Majesty The Empress, is prejudiced and unprovoked, it is an insult. That the media propaganda has been promoted, allowed and accepted in the Netherlands, and the absolute silence of Holland of the true person, title and character of our African Empress in public, shows clearly, that there must be some infamous, devious and clandestine Agenda hidden somewhere..
Left picture: Kenyan Military Security Julius appointed Head of Her Imperial Majesty security in Kenya.

Right picture: The small assemble of happy women of Al Dama Ravine, of Al Dama Ravine women and employment development committee, in a performance for Their Empress Imperial Majesty Sheba Debra Amelia Kasambu'Ra, during The Empress' visit to the Kenyan/Chad Kingdom Chieftdom lines at the Al Dama Ravine Chieftdom.

Kenya, the land and its multifarious people are beautiful. Her Imperial Majesty is an African and Her Imperial Majesty clearly states that by hiding and condoning with these unjust acts and insults, one becomes a participant and therefore guilty of it.

African Intelligence is well aware of a movie, a book which is currently being worked upon by both parties, Kenya and Holland.

To Kenya and Holland Her Imperial Majesty utters a word: "why this abuse of money, why this abuse of power. No matter what transpires in this repugnant affair, Her Imperial Majesty will not stop in Her Majesty's endeavours of support, help and assistance to the African peoples in her many projects and Her Majesty's support of the African governments, for we are one people. And Her Imperial Majesty voices clearly that Her Imperial Majesty will stand, talk and shout from the highest tower, praises to God and praises of truth and Her Imperial Majesty will not forsake Her Majesty's People, because of any political or otherwise motivated defaming propaganda, of any kind, for any reason, by anyone."

African people need a positive face, control of their resources, freedom from the chains of economical slavery, and the strength of God in them, to stand and say, "Enough is enough", to all such deeds, to all such acts, within Africa and outside of Africa, that damage and reflect on our beautiful, righteous and innocent peoples.

To each and every one that has exercised true leadership in their respective domains, Her Imperial Majesty salutes them.

Her Imperial Majesty Empress Shebah Debra Amelia Kasambu ‘Ra - Queen Shebah III extends Her Majesty's public thanks to the esteemed Royal family Members, and with right, the highly respected Former President Robert Guei of Cote d'Ivoire and the present President of the Cote d'Ivoire, All of Her Majesty family Mande Kingdoms, Imperial Royal lines of the Diomande Royal ministerial families, throughout the Mande Kingdoms in Cote d'Ivoire. The Heads of State of Eastern, Western, Central, Northern and Southern African countries, who
have participated assisted, and supported The Empress, His Royal Highness Imperial Prince Diomande and The Kingdom Families in this sad affair, and in Her Majesty's Kingdom efforts for a truly unified, and prosperous Africa. The Secretary-General Mr. Chambers of ECOWAS represented African Presidents, and All Heads of State of United Africa that has so conscientiously assisted The Empress.

Her Majesty extends gratitude to The President Chirac of France, and Heads of State in Europe, including the Ministers within the Dutch Former Government who attempted to assist and stop, the propaganda televised programs, but were all blatantly overruled and ignored.

Her Majesty and The Inner African Kingdoms extends public thanks to all well-wishers and supporters in the USA and through-out the African American Communities, who assisted, who waited, and who are patiently waiting, for the realisation of the planned schedule visit.

The Government of Trinidad and Tobago, and all the Embassy Consuls, in Nigeria, Kenya and Great Britain, who through the efforts of the Ministry of Foreign affairs, and the Royal Family members in Trinidad, friends and relations have all contributed their conscious assistance, Her Imperial Majesty extols Her Majesty's heart felt gratitude to each and everyone of you publicly.

Let it be known that it has been imperially uttered by Her Imperial Majesty Empress Shebah Debra Amelia Kasambu ‘Ra - Queen Shebah III that Her Majesty's agenda is to return and work with Africa, for Africa, with the purpose of building a stronger and independent Africa and a better political, social and financial Africa. Thus assisting the freedom from political, social and financial oppression and allowing the freedom for a balanced economy in Africa and with the rest of the world.

The Empress mellifluously heralds

Africa has undeservingly accepted the title of third world and Her Imperial Majesty Empress Shebah Debra Amelia Kasambu ‘Ra - Queen Shebah III is presently and actively working at reviving the integrity and economical respect and strength of the Africa Market to enhance the said economy and to stand as a valued and active economical partner worldwide.

To this end Her Imperial Majesty Empress Shebah Kasambu’Ra together with His Royal Majesty Imperial Prince Dr. David Dauda Diomande and the international community has been working quietly and consistently on achieving the said aim.

The root of the African Imperial Kingdom and family structure stems from the dawn of civilisation and the Pro-Saharan people, through the Imperial lines from which originated the lines of the Elamites, Dravidians, and Sumerian and, Mande Kingdoms, from the Mande the Olmecs as History continued.

This original line is more commonly known as the Kemites, those of Cush or Nubia the first civilisation known to mankind. The Line of the Imperial and that of Royal Africa stems from there. They are the children of Noah’s son Ham, and the Imperial title passed on through the covenant of Noah. The first Ruler of the line being Noah’s grandson: Nimrod The Great, Earths First Ruler, and includes the lines of David, Solomon and Abraham to the lines of Judah.
The Imperial Lines are historically known as The Black Pharaohs of The Niles, this is the origin of the lines of Imperial Africa until today, the African continent later referred to in general as Ethiopia or Abyssinia was the base of the Imperial Kingdom and the home and ruling Kingdom of the Pharaohs being Nubia the birth ground of the Africa Kingdoms or historically referred to as being God’s Land.

The Kingdoms where imperially ruled from and by the rulers of Nubia, Libya, and Sudan as the Kingdoms slowly grew and expanded throughout the early day of African History. Whereby present day and presidential nations evolved.

All present day African Kingdoms originates from these Imperials and Royal Kingdom lines of Family lines by blood-lineage, through the strong rules of traditions and hierarchy within the Kingdoms.

With time and the historical events that transpired, the face of Africa has been changed, however the Kingdoms of Africa which is the core of the Africa society is ever present, though unfortunately amply unseen or recognised by the Western World outside of their intriguing history in terms of the early day Pharaohs. The achievements from such ancient times still baffle many: from the pyramids, to the artefacts, different forms of writing, and even their social structure, as well as the innovative character of the people as a whole. The more famous Pharaohs or Emperors, Kings and Queens from Thutmoses to Tiye, Nana, Hannibal, Cush, Makeba Queen of Sheba, Taharpa and many more of yesteryear and today are still remembered and their influence still reaches modern man.

Her Imperial Majesty Empress Shebah Debra Amelia Kasambu’Ra is from the lines of Nubia The Imperial lines of The African Kingdoms represents the vivid spirit of present Africa also, His Royal Majesty Imperial Prince David Diomande from the same family and Rulers of the Mande Kingdom is in contiguity with the tradition and in continuity with the inheritance of the Royal lines since the dawn of the Pro-Saharan history.

Africa is essential for the stabilisation of the world economy as a whole, but to achieve that Africa needs to be stabilised, the leaders of Africa has been working to achieve a better economical atmosphere for the African Nations, within the borders of the international possibilities.

Because of the economic situation in Africa and the adopted characteristically traits of funding, subsidies, and the still present shadow of the period of colonisation, Africa has become dependent on and of the stronger international nations and community.

Aim of Kingdoms and Governments

The aim of Her Imperial Majesty Empress Shebah Debra Amelia Kasambu ‘Ra - Queen Shebah III is to initiate the change of the situation, of present day Africa and to support the African Kingdoms joint effort, to support the African Heads of States of Governments, for the betterment of Africa as a United Nation, and that of the Western World: so that the peoples social and economic status and benefit will be elevated: Thus congruently assisting the elevation of the world's financial, psychological and cultural integration.
A major part of the schedule project agenda is:

- The renewal/renaissance of the social tradition infra-structure of the nations.
- A stronger inter-African infra-Structure to and for the support of the African Presidents and Leaders they represent the African Peoples; they need a strong and united front.
- The strengthening of the inter-African socio-economic markets and relationships,
- The independency of Africa’s financing of projects aimed at re-creating self-sufficient organisations such as firms and societies who will generate finances for further duplication other self-sufficient structures.
- This financing will be re-channelled, re-shuffled, re-invested for homes, schools, employment, farming, technology, university education, medical schools and highly equipped and accessible hospitals/hospital systems e.g. in the rural areas. Therefore protecting basic needs of the African people allowing them to function truly as a people under the leaderships of Africans for the rejuvenation and structural building of the African economy as an integer world partner on the world market.

The Inner African Kingdoms are the Kingdoms that together comprise the peoples of the African Continent, The Africa Imperial Kingdoms, Royal Houses, Chiefdom and Tribes, cover over 45 African Countries of African Populations. The ancient line goes back to the dawn of civilisation and so too the African Royalty and their bloodlines.
Her Imperial Majesty Empress Shebah Debra Amelia Kasambu ‘Ra - Queen Shebah III narrates:-

``We need to build on the relationship between Africa and the Western world for the economic stability of all people, the Western World, is burdened with the monetary trials of supporting the African peoples as a said third world country and shouldering the social cost of the large population of Africa ex-patriot, Owing to the fact, of the meagre financial circumstances in their home lands. For the West this is a growing problematic at all levels of their society. To Africa and to Africans it is a call to re-build the nation at home again with the true African values and traditions of their respective peoples. The people will return and re-build their home nations, towns and villages with the positive and solid confidence and assurance of a future for self, family and those who they cherish.

Africa has the resources and the means to support and to be self-sufficient. The African resources have been supporting a large sector of the world's economic needs, and that of the communities, and always will. However to build and develop this continent and to stabilize it against the follies of economical and global erosion, such as shortages, crisis’s, wars, diseases, economically weak markets, burden markets due to worlds trends and the culture of the stronger markets Africa needs to take stock.

If Africa was a privately owned business, it would be permanently bankrupt within a day, and strangely Africa is. It is up to the people to wake up and look. Africa is privately owned. It is bankrupt for we are, like a wealthy farmer of vegetables, with all he needs for his daily survival, yet is handicapped, for he cannot cook and does not know the basics for survival, “For he who saves him, owns him”.

Africa is the primary responsibility of the African people. A beautiful magnificent continent of countries and a people of magnificence, the nature of the country/land/continent as fascinating and as brilliant as the nature of Mother Africa’s people, Africa is waiting to be economically activated. It is the lands/homes of the kingdoms and people once called at a certain historical period in time “Ta-Netjer” God's Land, Lands of Gold, Land of the Black Pharaohs, earths first rulers since times dawn. A noble people, trapped in a man-made cocoon of historical events, choices and political long term misinformation and the results of choices based upon said misguided ignorance.

In the light of present day knowledge it must be clearly known and propagated, presidential and national jurisdictions and realms are limited. The Imperial Family is trans-national and imbriicate with the kingdoms, chiefdoms and tribes. Who all give abeyance and pay homage nationally to the trans-national Imperial Line.

Africa is our responsibility as a people, and as leaders of people it is imperative that all come together, build and strengthen our heritage, the homelands of our forefathers. The Africans must take pride in Africa and stop being mendicant so that a welcome to all neighbours of Gods planet can take place with the African hospitality with the welcome of a loving and caring people, nurtured and co-equal with mutual respect. Africa must become an internationally capable and fully progressive world market partner. The responsibility of the people is to assist and support their respective Presidents and the national Administrations that make up the nation, the nation of the African People... Africa.
We need to create a home for our people based on our resources and skills. Education is more important in that context than food, it is education, it is knowledge, and such knowledge is the key to maturity. God is eternity. He is all. Therefore in my African knowledge: my philosophical image of God is All..., our people must be educated, for they must turn the course and wheel of African history, and break the cyclus of poverty and infinite dependencies on our economically stronger neighbours.

For they too have their own peoples to care for, with all the same needs to be covered and cared for. The additional millions of our nations, peoples, leaving their homelands because of this impoverished economical continential climate, weigh down and place burden on the financial budget of the respective countries. Africa needs to contribute as a continent more to the strengthening of the world market as a stronger and valued partner. Whereby the leaders of the African people must stop opening their hands, and stop complaining and instead, tool their and our hands to work on the building of Africa as one people. The supporting and uplifting of our African leaders is paramount. As it is equally vital, that the leaders leading the people take their full leadership responsibility of their post given by the creator of providence and the Kingdoms of Man to guide the people back to true meaning of home, nation, country and continent. Approaching the respectful goal called “African World Citizens”.

Africans need to keep African people at home/country and release the stigmata of shame which the world projects on Africans having to leaving or flee their homes, owing to the fact of an erosive path generated through circumstances of time people wars or governing parties, or all reasons, known or un-known. Africa must once again become the home of nations and peoples befitting of royal and Noble History. The African people choose to leave because of oppressions, poverty or pains -broken afraid alone and unhappy- is not a true representative attitude of Africa. It is not African. It can be changed. The change must be initiated, worked for, activated, implemented and daily renewed and evaluated.

The Family of Mendicants and economic instability are personae/res non grata on the African Continent.

Prosperity through self-assistance, self-building and strengthening the international marketing relationship with the West is vital. The Inter-African Markets can support, progress and avert the dangerous course of this destructive continuation of the African continent and peoples.

Our relation with the neighbouring western countries must become more balanced, our relationships to Asia, the Middle-east, the Orient, and the Caribbean must be expanded upon.

Our relationship as Africans of the African nation must be honoured as that of a mighty people of character and integrity. The Imperial Family leaders of the Kingdoms of Africa and peoples, is to focus on the economic rejuvenating of this vast continent, by building the economy within the needs and expectations of present day Africa. The misconceptions within this agenda of economic renewal/revival should be closely examined. The stifling of African progress, by means of interference however subtle, or the defamation of characters of its Imperials or undue pressure on its Leaders of Governments, is a deliberate movement in a
wrong or even dangerous direction to sadden, disillusion and misguide the present dependant continent.

Africa is economically as important to the West as the West is economically important to Africa: The destruction of one ultimately leads to the destruction of the other, the enhancement and elevation of one ultimately leads to the elevation and the enhancement of the other.

A stronger social, cultural and more stable African Continent is essential to all people. It is crucial to understand, that the influence of the growing African population outside of the African boarders is a matter pertaining to reasons of economics. The economic pressures caused by the African nationals on foreign governments in terms of the ever raising cost of social welfare, housing, unemployment ratio, heightened medical care because of shortage of manpower to cater for the ever growing national needs, cultural explosions is well understood. That causes distension, or feelings of utter helplessness. The global changes caused by refugees/ African refugees, the welcome and the unwelcome in terms of the individual nations their norms and values, are being modified and changed and this is a matter of daily debates, forums and active political concerns. An answer and an active implementation are needed here.

The economic growth on the African Continent will directly ease the steady, constant migration outside of Africa. This growth will ease the direct economic burden on these countries, caused by the African ever growing dependency. The returning ex-patriots bringing the cultural good of their host countries will activate enormous export potential from their host countries to Africa, raising the Gross National Product (GNP) / revenue abroad and at home to keep up with their economic status learned in their host countries.

To facilitate this, we must look carefully, at what is at hand and work together at changing the continents living situations, the standard of living in the towns and villages, the financial possibilities of the Leading Governments and there administrations with stronger and transparent infra-structure, stronger international creditability and respect by character of their person and office, and their diligence in the service of the people for the international and national economic management of Africa’s assets place in their care, the people.

Caring for Africa as land and inheritance is the responsibility of every African. It is their choice, how they would like to see Africa evolve and grow towards a concrete realisation which is in the throes of birth.

The Africa youths and their parents, be it in or outside of Africa, be it by soil of birth or soil of ancestral forefathers, be they Africa-American, Afro-Caribbean Anglo-Africans or descendent of heritage or bloodlines thereof, they must regain the feeling of pride in themselves, their nations, their people, their homes, their race and their history. They must see, feel, and taste the spirit of hope for a better future. And find self-esteem in building not only Africa but also other struggling nations and peoples displaced, misunderstood and oppressed due to economic disadvantage and fear of change.

The balance of Africa between international marketing limitation and inter-African trade should be diverted and emphasized on inter-African trade. The actual population of Africa can be compared to that of China. The economy of each nation should be worked upon. The
buying power and the educational level of the people must be addressed to accommodate, the
economic growth of each nation within the Nation of Africa itself.

The constitutional laws, international decrees of yesteryears and barriers that is of dis-
advantage to Africa must be replaced in compliance with the demands and agendas of the
present Governments, their Presidents and the People. The financial and monetary control of
private and public companies, of investors and local developing business must be fully
supported and fully protected within Africa and abroad, in order for all to concentrate on a
healthy development.

The national infra-structure in terms of roads, reservoirs, transport in general, adequate
housing, medical care, and education can easily be addressed once a stronger infra-structure is
implemented, stabilized and infused. Better investments, better international market access is
necessary and it is also of utmost importance to gain a review of the national currency
through-out Africa by Africa, this is imperative.
Africa is fully capable to build/realize these goals and to have the joy of achieving them.

The Empress Her Imperial Majesty Shebah Debra Amelia Kasambu ‘Ra - Queen Shebah III is
determined to remain positive and in the state of equanimity, regardless of the difficulties,
dangers, and international adversary propaganda campaigns, activated to deter her from the
prime directory, which is the renaissance of Africa.

Her Imperial Majesty Hails and salutes all the Imperial and Royal Houses on and around the
planet. It is humans of these lineages that are destined to carry assist and guide the citizens of
this global village. It is clearly known by all Imperial and Royal Houses that our prime
directive is to support and to sustain the villages along the road of equal national and
international trade, respect, and co-equal co-existence with all other Kingdoms in the global
village, for existence, is one.

Her Imperial Majesty enunciates that now is the time to let go of all fear, anxiety and
misunderstandings. The Empress welcomes and comprehends the wisdom that allow Her
revelatory insight into the fact, that family members of the global village use non-positive
propaganda knowingly and unknowingly to persecute Her Imperial Assignment and Agenda.

This pertinent experience is the renascent according to divine Providence, This divulgence
assist the awakening of her deeper understanding of how to be compassionate, loving Regal
and Imperial to all on and in the global village or global mycelium

Her Imperial Majesty Empress Shebah Debra Amelia Kasambu ‘Ra - Queen Shebah III
is well aware of the dire circumstances of the people,. Her Highness has grown up primarily
in the West, having completed Her Majesty's education in Europe before returning to Africa
and has like His Highness the advantage of clarity of the views and understanding of the
needs of Africa and the needs and mores of the Western. Imperial Family Line member His
Royal Highness Prince Diomande grew up in Africa, and later studied in Europe and the
United States of America, with over twenty years of living and working with African and
Western Governments and Institutions in the matter of African Affairs and International
Investment throughout the African Continent. Their one agenda is to change the course of
African history in favour of the survival of the African people and the magnificent Continent
called Africa, together with the Kingdoms and Governments of United Africa in unison with the planet. This is: The re-naissance

. “HEAL THE PLANET, HEAL AFRICA”.

Her Imperial Majesty Empress Shebah Debra Amelia Kasambu ‘Ra - Queen Shebah III sternly, stringently and conclusively utters: "The President of Kenya Mr. D. Moi must go, resign. He is now redundant from the African Governmental Political Tribune.

So uttered, So written, So presented, So sealed
On
This twenty-fifth day of August in the year two thousand and two
In
The Year of Our Lord.

Ambassador His Excellency Dr. M.A.Nero.
Of The Imperial Secretariat Ambassadorial Privy Council of The Empress.